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of the scientific papers submitted under a competition for the academic 

position of "associate professor" for the full-time provision of an academic 

position for a civil servant in the department of "Tactics, armaments and defense 

security systems" at the "Aviation" faculty of BAFA "G. Benkovski" in the 

scientific specialty "Dynamics, ballistics and flights control of aircraft", field of 

higher education - 5 "Technical sciences", professional direction - 5.5 

"Transport, shipping and aviation", announced by order of the Minister of 

Defense of the Republic of Bulgaria No. ОХ – 926/19.11.2018 and 

announcement in the State Gazette no. 39 of 27.05.2022 on academic 

disciplines: 

Electromechanical installations - Part I, Technical documentation, Theory of 

specialized aviation systems Part II, Electromechanical installations - Part II, 

Theory of mechanisms of aviation robotic systems, Theoretical foundations of 

control and diagnostics, Space and security, Aviation targeting systems, Combat 

use and combat aviation weapon efficiency, Aviation internal ballistics, 

Internship in the civil specialty, Aerodynamics, Training practice and internship, 

Health and safety at work, Onboard information systems 

of the candidate, chief assistant engineer PhD Stoyko Ognyanov Stoykov, in the 

"Tactics, Armament and Defense Security Systems" department at the 

"Aviation" faculty of BAFA “G. Benkovski” 



 

1. General characteristics of the candidate's scientific-research, 

scientific-applied and pedagogical activities 

One candidate appeared in the announced competition for associate 

professor - chief assistant engineer PhD Stoyko Ognyanov Stoykov. The list 

of publications submitted for opinion contains 28 titles and 1 item proposed 

for review. monograph, author, 1 issue book based on a protected dissertation, 

author, 6 pcs. scientific articles at international scientific forums, in 2 authors, 

20 nos. scientific reports, in 14 author. 

Of the 28 scientific works proposed for review, I accept 28 for review, 

considering that they contain scientific, scientific-applied and applied 

contributions. 

I accept the proposed research works for review, because they fully 

correspond to the subject area of the announced competition. 

The presented publications are on the one hand from the field of higher 

education - "Technical Sciences" and in particular are related to dynamics, 

armament and ammunition and on the other hand from the field of "Military 

Technology" in accordance with the disciplines envisaged for teaching 

Aviation targeting systems, Combat use and combat effectiveness of aviation 

armament, Aviation internal ballistics, Internship in the civil specialty, 

Aerodynamics, Training practice and internship. 

All works proposed for opinion have been published in the Republic of 

Bulgaria, the Republic of Romania and the Republic of Turkey. 

The analysis of the works submitted for opinion shows that they are up-to-

date and are characterized by consistency and thoroughness in the presentation 

of the developed matter, which defines the candidate as a good analyst, 

popularizer of science and educator. 

 

2. Evaluation of the pedagogical preparation and activity of the candidate 

 

Chief Assistant PhD Eng. Stoiyko Ognyanov Stoykov graduated from the 

Technical University of Sofia in 2005 in Sofia with a bachelor's degree in 

"Mechanical and Instrumentation Engineering". 

 In 2013, he participated in a competition and was appointed to the position 

of "assistant" in the department of "Institute for Research and Scientific 

Activity" in the department of "Management of Resources and Technologies 

at V. Levski". 

 In 2014, he obtained a master's degree in the specialty "Aviation 

Armament" at the "Tactics Armament and Navigation Training" department at 

the National Military University "V. Levski" 

Since 2017 is the ch. assistant in the "Tactics Armament and Navigation 

Training" department in the "Aviation" faculty at the "V. Levski". 



In 2016, he was awarded the educational and scientific degree PhD in the 

scientific specialty "Dynamics, ballistics and flight control of aircraft", field of 

higher education - 5 "Technical sciences", professional direction - 5.5 

"Transport, shipping and aviation" on the topic "Influence of technical 

distraction on the accuracy of bomb-dropping". 

The total experience of the candidate in the field of military education is 

more than 10 years, during which chief assistant Stoykov has established 

himself as a respected teacher who constantly improves his pedagogical 

training, actively participates in the preparation of armaments and the conduct 

of semester examination committees and working groups for the development 

and updating of guidance documents related to the activities of the Aviation 

Faculty as well as in national and internal school projects. 

The teaching activity of the candidate is related to conducting lectures, 

exercises, seminars and practical classes in the disciplines: Electromechanical 

installations - Part I, Technical documentation, Theory of specialized aviation 

systems - Part II, Electromechanical installations - Part II, Theory of 

mechanisms of aviation robotic systems, Theoretical foundations of control 

and diagnostics, Space and security, Aviation targeting systems, Combat use 

and combat effectiveness of aviation weapons, Aviation internal ballistics, 

Internship in the civil specialty, Aerodynamics, Training practice and 

internship, Health and safety at work, Onboard information systems. 

 The annual standard of chief assistant PhD Eng. Stoykov has always been 

above the established for the position he holds. 

The candidate has a certificate of English language proficiency according 

to the NATO standardization agreement STANAG 6001 at level 1-1-2-2, as 

well as the necessary professional and methodological training, expressed 

scientific and diverse interests and general culture. He actively works and 

participates in scientific and other events related to the activity of the faculty, 

which is why I believe that chief assistant PhD Eng. Stoykov is able to develop 

further as a scientist, teacher and actor in the educational and scientific sphere. 

 

3. Main scientific results and contributions 

In the works submitted for opinion, the scientific results and contributions 

achieved are the following: 

- Testing the accuracy of bombing;  

- Study of the error of solving the aiming task; 

- Investigating the technical distraction bug.  

- Methodology for conducting an experiment determining the vertical 

speed of a training aviation bomb P-50-75 forcibly separated from a 

beam holder MBD2-67U 

- Experimental determination of the vertical speed of a practical aviation 

bomb P-50-75, forcibly separated from a beam holder MBD2-67U. 

 



 

4. Evaluation of the significance of the contributions for science and 

practice 

The above-mentioned scientific results and contributions of the candidate 

chief assistant PhD Eng. Stoykov can be evaluated as military applications 

related to the field of military education. The candidate's works contain up-to-

date and new knowledge relevant to the development of the security and 

defense sector. 

 

5. Critical notes on the presented works 

I have no critical comments on the presented works of chief assistant PhD 

Eng. Stoyko Ognyanov Stoykov. As a recommendation, it can be noted that it 

is necessary for the candidate to concentrate his efforts on popularizing the 

achieved scientific results through publications in foreign publications. 

 

6. Conclusion 

Taking into account the quantity and quality of the presented publications, 

scientific and applied scientific contributions and the professional activity of 

the candidate, I believe that chief assistant PhD Eng. Stoyko Ognyanov 

Stoykov fully meets the requirements for occupying the academic position 

"associate professor" announced in the competition for the needs of the 

department "Tactics, Armaments and Defense Security Systems" at the 

"Aviation" Faculty of BAFA "G. Benkovski" in the scientific specialty 

"Dynamics, ballistics and flight control of aircraft", field of higher education - 

5 "Technical sciences", professional direction - 5.5 "Transport, shipping and 

aviation". 

 

7. Evaluation of candidates 

My assessment of the candidate chief assistant PhD Eng. Stoyko Ognyanov 

Stoykov is positive, which is why I propose to the respected members of the 

Scientific Jury, according to the announced competition, to award him the 

academic position of "associate professor" in the scientific specialty 

"Dynamics, Ballistics and Flight Control of aircraft", field of higher education 

- 5 "Technical sciences", professional direction - 5.5 "Transport shipping and 

aviation". 
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